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The Haitian Revolution was followed with great interest in Stockholm 
during the first years of the nineteenth century.1 One might imagine that 
a Scandinavian country on the periphery of Europe would have been 
uninterested in, and removed from, events in the Caribbean. This was not 
the case. From 1802 to 1804, one Stockholm newspaper reported 276 times 
on the revolution and mentioned Toussaint Louverture’s name 178 times.

Swedish interest in Haiti was not limited to reporting about the 
revolution. Sweden tried in several ways to increase its trade with the 
new nation, and both Swedish and French merchants traded unofficially 
with independent Haiti under the Swedish flag. The Swedish government 
attempted to sell arms to both northern and southern Haiti in the 1810s 
using its Caribbean colony Saint-Barthélemy as an outpost. The Swedish 
case is another confirmation of recent studies rejecting the narrative of 
post-independence Haitian isolation.2 Swedish trade is an enlightening 
example of how smaller colonial powers tried to carve out a position in 
the highly competitive trade with Haiti and the nascent Latin American 
polities during and after the Napoleonic wars.

Several Swedes visited Haiti in the 1810s—both in government service 
and as travelers—and wrote detailed accounts. An especially interesting 
document by a Swedish officer in Henry Christophe’s army offers new 
information on the final stages of his reign in 1820.

The Haitian Revolution has been studied exhaustively during the 
past two decades. The oblivion that Michel-Rolph Trouillot eloquently 
exposed in the 1990s has been transformed into a stream of academic 
publications.3 The present article adds to this knowledge by analyzing 
Swedish perceptions of and contact with Haiti before the Swedish 
recognition of the Haitian nation in 1825. It also presents a range of new 
sources pertinent to independent Haiti’s early history.
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RepoRting tHe Revolution in StoCkHolm

The reporting on the Haitian Revolution in Swedish newspapers at the 
turn of the century confirms that there was widespread interest in the 
war.4 The editors of Stockholms Posten lamented that there was not enough 
information arriving: “We are impatiently awaiting more news to arrive 
from S. Domingo.”5 In the 1780s, the Stockholm newspapers produced 
at least 30,000 copies in total every week for a population of around 
75,000 inhabitants, and a single copy was often read by several people. 
Literacy was comparatively high in Sweden at approximately 80 percent 
around 1800; the Lutheran Church promoted reading knowledge in 
all levels of society. Founded in 1778, Stockholms Posten, one of the main 
Stockholm newspapers, was published Monday to Saturday. It was known 
for its questioning stance toward both court and church and was read by 
everyone in Stockholm who had an interest in foreign news.6 In the two 
final years of the war and the first year of independence (1802–1804), 
Stockholms Posten published 276 news items on Haiti, ranging in length 
from a few lines to articles of several pages—an average of almost two 
per week. The total length of the reporting during these three years is 
approximately 41,000 words, enabling Stockholm newspaper readers to 
follow Haitian events in detail (Table 1).

Table 1. Number of articles aNd News items published each moNth iN 
StockholmS PoSten from JaNuary 1802 to december 1804

Stockholms Posten news items about  
Saint-Domingue/Haiti per month
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Stockholms Posten mainly used French and British sources. The main 
sources for foreign news were European newspapers that Stockholms 
Posten subscribed to. There were no correspondents in a modern sense: 
occasionally foreign news was relayed by letter-writing Swedes abroad, 
but as far as can be ascertained there were no Swedes reporting from 
the theatre of war. News was published in Stockholm two to four weeks 
later than on the continent or in Britain, and to this delay the transit time 
from the Caribbean must be added. A three-month interval was normal: 
General Leclerc’s death on November 2, 1802, was reported in Stockholm 
on January 31, 1803.

Sweden was neutral during these years, and foreign news, as long as 
it was not reporting on controversial issues such as the French Revolution, 
was generally not censored. The Stockholm reader was usually notified 
about a news story’s country of origin, and he or she could thus at least 
superficially adjust for bias. It is possible that during certain periods of the 
war Stockholm readers were better informed than those in the warring 
countries.

Stockholm inhabitants were usually up to date about what happened 
outside Sweden. Over the previous decades, they could have read many 
articles on Saint-Domingue, on the importance of the colony for the French 
economy, on the failed British invasion of the island, on the Caribbean 
plantation system, etc. Slavery and colonialism had been incessantly 
debated in Swedish newspapers and books—both translated titles and 
works by Swedish authors—since at least the 1780s.7 To the extent that 
a public opinion can be defined at all, it was mostly critical toward 
slavery and questioning of colonialism. A 1781 Stockholms Posten article on 
colonialism summarized the critique: “There are still lands on earth to 
discover. . . . There are still riches to rob, counties to plunder, heads to 
baptize, throats to strangle, blood to shed.”8

There had been widespread interest in—and support for—the 
liberation of the British American colonies.9 The reception of the Haitian 
Revolution in Sweden cannot be easily disjoined from Swedish attitudes 
toward the American War of Independence and the French Revolution. 
This understanding can be compared to the reception of the Haitian 
Revolution in German-speaking countries. Several studies on the German 
reception of the events in Haiti that predate the wave of Anglo-American 
and Francophone research are relevant for the understanding of Northern 
European reporting.10
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Colonial waR

Stockholms Posten’s coverage of the Haitian Revolution often focused on 
violence inflicted on the white population. An early 1802 article taken from 
a London paper is typical. It was based on what supposedly was an October 
25, 1801, letter from an inhabitant of Haiti: “Yesterday morning (it is said) 
Toussaint was informed that an army of rebellious negroes stood a few 
miles from the town gates, and that the rebels’ intentions were to attack 
the city, fire at it from several directions and massacre all whites and blacks 
that support the government.” Governor General Toussaint Louverture 
tried to quell the rebellion, which followed the rumor that he had sent an 
envoy to purchase slaves in Jamaica and reintroduced the chain gang as a 
form of punishment: “Toussaint took command of the cavalry unit and . . . 
flew to confront the enemy. . . . Five lieus [approx. ten miles] from here 
they encountered 600 enemies; they attacked them and captured some 
rebels which they brought back. These will be executed immediately.” 
The French informant added that notwithstanding the attempts to stop 
the revolt, “the country is a scene of unheard murderous acts. Yesterday 
the insurgents massacred a number of whites, and among them several 
women and elderly men.”11 Two days after publishing this report, the 
paper stated that the rebellion was not mentioned in the French papers, a 
way for the Stockholm editors to point out the warring parties’ different 
perspectives and efforts at censorship.

It is sometimes hard to distinguish what was taken from foreign 
papers and what the Stockholm editors added. It was impossible for the 
editors to check facts. Still, the paper discussed the veracity of reports and 
reserved judgment. For example, it reported a massacre of 1,800 whites in 
Cap and Gonaives but cautioned that “this [news] nevertheless requires 
confirmation.”12

During the brief Franco-British Peace of Amiens, in 1802–1803, 
Stockholms Posten made clear that the previously warring parties had a 
common interest in quelling the insurrection. On March 1, 1803, it 
reported that the British government had promised troops and arms in 
support of the French campaign.

The war became ever more ferocious after the arrival of the Leclerc 
expedition and the breakdown in negotiations between local leaders and 
the French army. That “Bonaparte now appears to . . . be completely 
occupied with the colonies” was a confirmation of Saint-Domingue’s great 
importance for France.13

The paper pointed out that even if there was a common interest in 
upholding slavery, commercial interests were more important than politics, 
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especially because of the “greedy [British and US] speculators for whom 
lust for profit is everything and humanity nothing,” who were furnishing 
the rebels with arms and munitions.14 Fear of the rebellion spreading was 
often mentioned and was considered confirmed by news of a conspiracy 
to burn down Kingston, Jamaica: “Fourteen of the rebellious negroes are 
already executed. The inhabitants of this island have great reason to regret 
that they received negro refugees from S. Domingo, as our negroes’ hearts 
have been completely ruined by their revolutionary thoughts.”15 The paper 
reported about conflicts elsewhere in the Caribbean, including the revolt 
on Guadeloupe following the French reestablishment of slavery in May 
1802 (Stockholms Posten, August 26, 1802).

The war became increasingly taxing for the French army. Sickness, 
alcoholism, insubordination and suicides were rampant: “3 sergeants had 
shot themselves . . . in cold blood at the morning parade.”16

The paper commented without judgment on how Alexandre Pétion—
“whose manners are dignified and agreeable”—changed allegiance after 
the imprisonment of Louverture. It correctly predicted that Pétion would 
play an important role once “the negroes and mulattos cannot be tamed 
anymore.”17 The possibility of a future independent Saint-Domingue was 
discussed several times, and the paper wondered whether Britain would 
allow such a turn of events, which might threaten its own Caribbean 
territories (Stockholms Posten, January 21, 1804). Rumors of French defeat 
began circulating, and the fact that several thousand Polish soldiers had 
deserted was not an auspicious sign (Stockholms Posten, May 31, 1803; June 
13, 1803).

By December 1803, word about the final French defeat began to 
reach Sweden, and this news was confirmed at the end of the month. 
Haiti’s Declaration of Independence was reported early in March 1804: 
“[ Jean-Jacques Dessalines] declares in the name of the black people and 
the mulattos that S. Domingo’s independence has been proclaimed, and 
that the slaves have regained their natural rights, which they hereafter 
aim to defend and never relinquish . . . [and] for which the black people 
have fought for 12 years.”18 On May 8, 1804, the paper stated: “The 
negroes have restored S. Domingo’s former name Haiti.”19 Stockholms Posten 
kept reporting throughout 1804 about the dire situation of the remaining 
white population. However, it also printed a proclamation by Dessalines, 
originally published in a New York paper, claiming that 60,000 black 
people had been executed by Leclerc and Rochambeau’s forces ( July 18, 
1804; August 6, 1804). 

Stockholms Posten’s copious reporting of the hostilities still conveys the 
dread of an extremely acrimonious war. The mix of first-hand accounts—
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authentic or not—with military and political reports centering the 
Caribbean as a pivotal stage in the conflict engulfing both metropoles 
and colonies illustrates the historical novelty of this war of independence.

touSSaint louveRtuRe and Jean-JaCqueS deSSalineS

Another way to gauge the reporting in Stockholms Posten is to follow 
how the depiction of the main leaders of the revolution changed. The 
characterization of Louverture changed radically from the generally 
positive depiction of him as a defender of order and the white population 
to the image of him as a cruel and murderous rebellion leader, while 
Dessalines received little attention until he took power, whereafter he was 
immediately portrayed negatively. Between 1802 and 1804 Louverture’s 
name was mentioned 178 times, and that of Dessalines 113 times. 

If you had asked a Stockholm burgher in 1803 who Louverture 
was, you would have been informed about his status as the leader of 
the insurgence at Saint-Domingue. In the beginning of the period he 
was treated fairly positively, as often was the case in the French press 
that Stockholms Posten used as its source. Before the arrival of the Leclerc 
expedition, Louverture and other leaders were seen as guarantors of the 
safety of the white population: “All accounts agree that without the courage 
and steadfast endeavours of a Toussaint, a Christophe, a Dessalines . . . 
the entire colony S. Domingo would have become a victim of murder 
and devastation.”20 Such views were also found in the British press, and 
the Stockholm paper thus stated: “In Europe no one can imagine to what 
degree of peace, order and prosperity Toussaint Louverture brought this 
colony. The entire island is under his command, and [every]one is so 
happy with his behavior, that the inhabitants of whatever party or color 
they may be, revere him.”21

Soon news arrived that Louverture had turned against his former 
French masters, and the reporting changed tune. He was now called a 
“traitor,” a “monster,” “ambitious,” “cruel,” a “swindler,” etc.22 After his 
capture (reported July 28, 1802), the paper continued to report on his 
imprisonment and death in France: “It is reported from Besançon that 
Toussaint Loverture [sic] completed his trajectory in his prison in the Joux 
castle where he died.”23 Another sign of Swedish interest in the revolutionary 
leader is that a critical biography was translated and published in 1802.24 
That the Haitian Revolution had captured the Swedish audience is also 
evident from the translation of J.-B. Picquenard’s (1798) Adonis, ou le Bon 
nègre, anecdote colonial the same year. Though a fictionalized rendering of the 
1790s uprisings, it does convey the brutal treatment of Saint-Domingue’s 
Black population and the ferocity of the revolutionary war.25
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After taking power, Dessalines did not enjoy the benef it of the 
doubt. He was immediately disparaged, often with loaded terms such as 
“barbarian,” “cannibal,” “cruel,” “wild,” “brutal,” “perfidious,” etc.26 A 
notice taken from a US paper focused on purported racial characteristics: 
“He is of savage appearance, and is cunning and intimidating like almost 
all negroes, and at the slightest adversity he attempts to get his rights with 
either the sword or a gun.”27 

Stockholms Posten repeated the endless litanies of Black violence printed 
in the foreign press, but it also recognized the cruelties of slavery and 
colonial rule in the Caribbean. While Toussaint was initially considered 
a moderating influence, the reporting after his capture and during the 
final stages of the war focused on the dire consequences for the white 
population both before and after Dessalines’s declaration of independence. 
This mirrored the foreign press used as sources for Stockholm Posten’s articles. 
Though France and Britain were at war, they had a common interest in 
maintaining colonial slavery. 

Haiti viewed FRom SwediSH Saint-BaRtHélemy

In 1785 Sweden took possession of Saint-Barthélemy, a small island in 
the Lesser Antilles that served as its only Caribbean colony. This was not 
Sweden’s first colony in the Americas. Sweden had already in the 1630s 
colonized an area called “New Sweden” at the mouth of the Delaware 
River. This colony was short-lived, and within two decades it was replaced 
by a Dutch settlement. By the late eighteenth century, Sweden had been 
trying to acquire a Caribbean colony from various European powers for 
several decades. The aim was to gain a foothold in the West Indies in order 
to participate in the lucrative colonial trade. After drawn-out negotiations 
with France, Sweden acquired Saint-Barthélemy in exchange for French 
trading privileges in Sweden.28

However, Saint-Barthélemy is a small and arid island, and it was 
impossible to grow sugar there. It was soon understood that the island’s 
main advantage was its good harbor and position, and in 1786 it was 
declared a free port. The wars following the French Revolution soon 
overtook the Caribbean, and while the island was profitable as a neutral 
trading port during parts of the conflict, it never fulfilled the goal that 
had motivated its acquisition from France.

The Swedish governors reported frequently with trepidation about 
Saint-Domingue throughout the 1790s. A 1792 report underlined the 
threat of the revolts spreading through the archipelago:
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The situation at the island [of ] St. Domingo is still quite 
bad; troops have arrived but they are not strong enough to 
resist the free colored. It is said that the white inhabitants 
have lost more than fifty thousand slaves, partly killed, partly 
escaped, and the price of these human goods has risen by a 
quarter. It is rumored that English frigates are cruising in 
their waters to stop the negro-revolutionary contagion from 
reaching Jamaica and to support the French planters at St. 
Domingo to the extent they can.29

Another dispatch of the same year noted with dismay how “free mulattos 
and negroes, and even a band of white adventurers, travel among the 
islands and hold proper lectures propagating the pretended rights of the 
colored.”30 The fear of rebellion was fueled by stories told by the large 
number of white refugees arriving at Saint-Barthélemy from the French 
islands throughout the 1790s.

tHe RepoRt of St. BaRtholomew

The first newspaper printed at Swedish Saint-Barthélemy appeared on 
April 2, 1804. The weekly Report of St. Bartholomew reported with alarm 
on the events in Haiti.31 It published a range of Haitian documents, 
including Dessalines’s January 1, 1804, Declaration of Independence in 
English (Report, July 5, 1804). Later the same month ( July 31, 1804), it 
printed Dessalines’s April 28 Proclamation on Liberty or Death in full. The 
proclamation started: “Crimes, the most atrocious, such as were until then 
unheard of, and would cause nature to shudder, have been perpetrated. . . . 
At length the hour of vengeance has arrived, and the implacable enemies 
of the rights of man have suffered the punishment due to their crimes.”32 
The burning question on Saint-Barthélemy was whether Dessalines’s “axe 
upon the ancient tree of slavery and prejudices” would come down upon 
the white populations on other islands.33 The editor of the Report justified 
the printing of such incendiary pieces:

We have picked up as much stuff as We have found of the 
foregoing kind, and We have thought proper to lay it before 
our Readers, not as amusing, but partly as a curiosity, partly 
as a warning to all those, who may have some interest in 
Colonies of some extent; as in the latter view it is our firm 
opinion, that nothing but inconsistency in the Government 
and the whole bulk of the Inhabitants of the Negro-conquered 
part of St. Domingo, has caused the undertaking & success of 
those savages who now are compleating [sic] the Destruction 
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of that once fine Country, and will soon thereafter stoop to 
the mutual Destruction of themselves. ( July 31, 1804) 

The reporting from Haiti was frequent in the following years, always 
criticizing the new state and often connecting such criticism to racial 
categorizations: “The black principle, the time aw hungry, aw shan’ work, 
tha time me belly full aw go to sleep, is probably not worn out of the Haytian 
Imperial Subjects.”34 The paper avidly reported on internal strife and 
welcomed Dessalines’s downfall. The Swedish authors’ view of the Black 
population warrants a larger discussion than can be undertaken in the 
limited context of this article, but it is obvious from these newspaper 
citations—from both Stockholm and Saint-Barthélemy—as well as from 
official documents that many authors were highly influenced by a view 
of the Black population as inferior. This is also true for the longer reports 
and narratives described below. 

The response to the Haitian Revolution by Swedish colonial 
administrators and the Swedish colonial newspaper poses several questions. 
One of the most debated today concerns the extent of the connections 
between the French Revolution and the Caribbean revolts throughout the 
1790s that culminated in Haitian independence. To the editor of the Report 
of St. Bartholomew these events not only were interconnected but formed a 
clear sequence leading step by step toward the final emancipation of the 
Black population of Haiti and then—if the threat was not stymied—all 
Caribbean slave colonies.

Such fears also affected government officials in Stockholm. They were 
well informed by both Saint-Barthélemy administrators and the press about 
what was transpiring in the Caribbean. An example of how knowledge 
about the Haitian Revolution influenced decision-making in Stockholm 
concerns the civil rights of the Swedish free Black population at Saint-
Barthélemy.35 The colony’s form of government afforded to all free men 
who owned property of a certain value the right to elect representatives to 
the governing council. When several free Black property holders petitioned 
for the right to vote in 1811, their demand was sent on to Stockholm. It 
was rejected by the government in Stockholm in 1812: 

To deny free colored in possession of houses or land voting 
rights might seem unjust; however, West Indian customs may 
presently require this rule, and a deviation from it might, 
even if it would not lead to the horrors that took place on 
St. Domingo, in due course lead to all property ending up 
in the hands of the free colored.36
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The denial of voting rights to free Black property owners indicates 
how important the information concerning Haiti was for government 
attitudes toward the management of the Swedish colony. Although the 
reports concerning Haiti in the Swedish newspapers became less frequent, 
Sweden’s Caribbean presence ensured the state’s continued interest in the 
region. The rising possibility of a lucrative trade with Haiti also bolstered 
the flow of information concerning Haitian matters to government circles 
in Stockholm.

FRenCH invaSion to HindeR Haitian tRade

Fear of the Haitian Revolution spreading did not impede trade with the 
new nation. An article in the Report of St. Bartholomew summed up the 
situation in the years following independence: “The trade with Hayti 
furnished all the public departments with occupation, and was lucrative to 
a degree calculated to satisfy even the intemperate in their desire of gain. 
It was the cause of a large money circulation, and was become productive 
of public revenue beyond moderate expectation, but it was not destined 
to be of long duration.”37

Both traders and government officials at Saint-Barthélemy were well 
aware that the French authorities at neighbouring Guadeloupe highly 
disliked such trade. The article continued: 

[The trade] attracted the notice of people abroad, and at 
length the attention of the government of Guadeloupe . . . 
[which] sent a force of two hundred men, and three armed 
vessel[s]. . . . [T]hey possessed themselves of the country, 
alledging [sic] that their object was to exterminate the 
trade which was carried on with the rebellious colony of 
St. Domingo.38

French troops attacked Saint-Barthélemy the night of November 11, 1807, 
and a Swedish soldier died defending the capital, Gustavia. The troops 
confiscated merchandise, which they claimed originated from Haiti, as well 
as ships used in the trade. Coffee was the main product, but other Haitian 
commodities were probably also traded via Saint-Barthélemy. Though 
there are no records of what was transported on Swedish ships to Haiti, 
it may be assumed that this cargo consisted mostly of goods from North 
America and Europe, especially France. As mentioned in the narrative 
discussed below (Gyllengranat), French traders often freighted Swedish 
ships to avoid the blockade.

The French troops left after holding Saint-Barthélemy for less than 
twenty-four hours.39 However, a development the following week proved 
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that the invasion had succeeded in ways that extended beyond the seizure 
of goods and ships. On November 17, the Swedish governor issued a 
proclamation. The new law prohibited “tout espèce de commerce, traitte 
et communication de la part des habitans avec les noirs de l’isle de 
Saint-Domingue, révoltés contre la France,” prescribing as punishment 
imprisonment and the confiscation of merchandise and vessels.40 The attack 
on Saint-Barthélemy had been part of the French strategy to pressure 
other nations to stop trading with Haiti. France had for example in 1806 
managed to make the United States outlaw the trade.41 The Swedish consul 
in New York, Richard Söderström, reported in 1806 with irritation that 
US authorities held Swedish ships in US harbors until he proved that they 
were destined for Saint-Barthélemy and not Haiti.42

aRmS and munitionS

In 1809, King Gustav IV Adolf was deposed, and the Swedish constitution 
went through radical changes. Napoleon’s field marshal Jean-Baptiste 
Bernadotte was made crown prince in 1810 and given the name Carl 
Johan. Although he was not crowned king until the death of Carl XIII in 
1818, he became the de facto leader of Sweden immediately. Bernadotte 
had been in the political-military center of French politics for almost two 
decades. In 1801 he strove to be appointed leader of the Saint-Domingue 
expedition, but Napoleon instead assigned the command to his own 
brother-in-law Charles Victoire Emmanuel Leclerc. Bernadotte later 
refused to command the much smaller force sent to quell the rebellion 
on Guadeloupe in 1802.43 Carl Johan was well aware of the economic 
advantages of holding Caribbean colonies. At the 1812 parliament it was 
decided that the administration of Saint-Barthélemy would be transferred 
to the crown, and henceforth the income from the island went to the royal 
family. Carl Johan was instrumental in the negotiations that led to the 
brief (1813–1814) Swedish acquisition of Guadeloupe toward the end of 
the Napoleonic Wars.44

Saint-Barthélemy, initially acquired on the premises of participating 
in the slave and sugar trade, once again incited interest, this time as 
an outpost for trade with the new Latin American nations. The island’s 
governor inquired whether he was to allow trade with Haiti. The answer 
from Stockholm was vague: 

On the one hand, rest assured that His Majesty sees with 
pleasure all means to increase the well-being of the colony 
and thus also increase the income of His Majesty and the 
Crown; on the other hand, St. Domingo’s relationship with 
its motherland, and [France’s] with Sweden, does not allow 
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the granting of any official authorization to trade with a 
people whose government is not yet recognized and that 
is considered to be in a state of insurrection with its lawful 
authority.45

However, continued Gustaf af Wetterstedt, the official responsible for 
colonial policy in Stockholm, “clandestine trade [with Haiti] is promoted, 
His Majesty does consent to it, but he does not permit it, and [the trade] is 
of the nature that it must be disowned by His Majesty if any protests are 
made [by the French].” The letter recommended that this strategy should 
also be adopted to avoid Spanish ire over trade with Latin American 
insurgents. It issued no instructions, leaving the Saint-Barthélemy governor 
to use his “skills, judgement and local knowledge” to further the trade 
while not compromising Swedish diplomatic relations.46 This stance 
was repeated in the instructions to a newly appointed governor in 1819: 
“Mr Norderling mettra dans les communications qui seront quelque fois 
inévitables avec les Chefs des Insurgés ou avec les Gouvernemens de St. 
Domingue, tout la franchise et les procédés convenables, sans jamais les 
reconnaitre officiellement dans leur titres et caractère d’indépendance.”47

The ambiguity is striking, but in reality Stockholm authorities went to 
great lengths to promote clandestine Swedish trade via Saint-Barthélemy. 
Carl Johan ordered the navy captain August Burchard Gyllengranat to 
investigate the possibilities for Swedish trade with Haiti and the feasibility 
of acquiring an additional Swedish Caribbean territory. Gyllengranat left 
Sweden in April 1815—the same month that Wetterstedt drafted his letter 
to the Saint-Barthélemy governor—in command of the ship Delphin.48 He 
submitted a long report about his Haitian visit to Carl Johan in September 
1816, after his return to Sweden. Gyllengranat was not impressed with 
King Henry Christophe and claimed that his reign had replaced slavery 
with tyranny. In fact, his report shows negative judgment toward most 
of the figures he met. One exception was Baron Alexis de Dupuy, one of 
the king’s secretaries, who “in all matters was far superior than can be 
expected in Hayti in this period of terror.”49 Gyllengranat did, however, 
admit that the lack of educated civil servants was a consequence of the 
absence of schools.50

Gyllengranat reported about ample possibilities for Swedish trade 
with Haiti. He noted that both the Northern Kingdom and the Southern 
Republic needed arms to defend themselves against a French invasion, 
as well as against each other. Baron Dupuy and the minister for foreign 
affairs, Comte de Limonade, assured him that Henry Christophe was 
especially interested in acquiring military stores. Gyllengranat listed the 
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merchandise that US, British, and German traders brought to the island, 
and noted that it would be possible to undersell the British, the Northern 
Kingdom’s main trading partners.51 He lamented the decreased role of 
Swedish trade: “Also Saint Bartholomew traded profitably with Hayti, 
but presently such trade is limited to the Southern part; the presidency 
of Pethion [sic].”52

For Saint-Barthélemy merchants, trading with Christophe’s Kingdom 
was not without danger. Gyllengranat was ordered to free a naturalized 
Swedish merchant, named Bouillon, who had been imprisoned by 
Christophe since 1812—probably because he was considered a French 
national. According to the Delphin’s ship doctor—who himself left an 
interesting description of Cap Henry (later Cap-Haïtien)—Christophe 
“required proof that [Boullion] was a Swedish burgher, something 
[Gyllengranat] did not have.”53 The operation failed, and Bouillon 
remained in jail.

Gyllengranat noted frequent French trading under Swedish and 
Norwegian flags (Norway was in 1814 ceded by Denmark to Sweden and 
remained in a personal union with Sweden until 1905): “During my time 
at Saint-Barthélemy, many Swedish and Norwegian ships originating from 
Marseille passed by; they were all destined to Pethion’s [sic] territory and 
freighted by French merchants.”54 That France tried to prevent trade with 
Haiti is well known, but it was difficult to hinder French merchants from 
using other nations’ vessels, and this practice was eventually permitted in 
March 1816.55 Gyllengranat was well aware of the need to avoid upsetting 
French authorities, which could erode already tense Franco-Swedish 
relations. He meant that this danger could be overcome by using local 
merchants to shift arms and other goods from Saint-Barthélemy.

Upon Gyllengranat’s return to Sweden, Carl Johan declared his 
intentions to send a trading expedition to Haiti. Gyllengranat furnished 
the crown prince with a proposal of how to fit out the ship and what 
merchandise was appropriate. After the 1815 peace in Europe, Sweden 
had a surplus of arms and munitions. Weapons and iron had already 
been important export products since the seventeenth century. It had 
been suggested earlier in 1816 that military material—20,000 rifles, more 
than 600 cannons of different types and calibers, and about 10 million 
rifle rounds—should be stored at Saint-Barthélemy and offered for sale.56 
The colony’s governor pointed out that “St. Domingo’s need for military 
equipment is already satisfied by the Englishmen; it might be possible to sell 
them more, but not in any considerable quantity.”57 His advice was heeded, 
and in 1819 a ship freighted by the crown was sent to Saint-Barthélemy 
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with a much reduced load: 71 cannons and 18,500 cannonballs, 500 rifles 
with 50,000 rounds, and other small arms and equipment. A year later 
another ship was sent to Saint-Barthélemy loaded with gunpowder. By 
1822 all the small arms and rounds, and half of the cannons, were sold 
to merchants on the island who sold them on in turn.58 It is impossible to 
ascertain whether any of these arms went to Haiti, since such trade did not 
leave any paper trail. The Swedish trade with Latin American insurgentes 
in the 1820s is better known: the attempt to sell warships to Colombia and 
Mexico led to a drawn-out international diplomatic conflict.59

SaleSmen and meRCenaRieS

The Swedish officer Severin Lorich was sent to Saint-Barthélemy with 
Gyllengranat to take up a position in the island’s artillery. He traveled 
extensively in the Antilles, and in October 1816 he arrived in Les Cayes, 
from which he went by land to Port-au-Prince. He met with President 
Alexandre Pétion, who made a favorable impression on him. In an 1818 
report about his journeys, addressed to Carl Johan and thus drafted in 
French, he outlined the advantages of commercial relations between 
Sweden and Haiti. He related how Pétion had told him that Swedish 
arms and ships would have been of interest at an earlier point but were 
not required anymore. This information may have cooled aspirations in 
Stockholm. According to Lorich, Pétion also underlined that “Il [Pétion] 
ne voudrait pas encore former avec quelque puissance des relations de 
commerce fixes.”60 None of the visiting Swedes harbored any illusions 
that they could sell Haitian leaders anything they did not require, or at 
a price that was not favorable to the Haitian governments. The Swedish 
position in the Caribbean was weak. Sweden had, for instance, never 
been able to defend its own small island, as the French invasion in 1807 
proved. Nevertheless, Lorich suggested that Sweden should employ agents 
to facilitate trade in both Haitian states. Lorich was an astute promoter of 
Swedish trade; he was later appointed Swedish consul in Philadelphia. His 
view that Swedish–Haitian trade could be increased should be considered 
as justified.

Lorich’s observations during his visit were more optimistic than 
Gyllengranat’s and often went against received wisdom. His view of both 
the cities and the countryside gave a balanced view of the security situation. 
Lorich too believed that Haitian independence was contagious, but he saw 
this as a positive development: 

L’existence des États de Nègres et de gens de couleur à St. 
Domingue me semble d’autant plus assurément annoncer 
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aux autres Antilles des changemens politiques non pas 
très éloignés, que le développement général et graduel du 
caractère et des facultés humaines parait aussi les amener.61

Lorich did not join the chorus predicting Haiti’s downfall but rather used 
Haiti as an example of a possible future for an imminently postcolonial 
Caribbean. 

HenRy CHRiStopHe’S Fall and vaStey’S exeCution

The artillery captain Johan Albrekt Abraham de Frese traveled with 
several other Swedes to Haiti in search of employment. He was the head 
of a minor noble family and was educated and fluent in French.62 His 
account begins with his arrival at the island in 1819 or 1820: “After sailing 
7 weeks we sighted the place where we all hoped to find our fortune.”63 
This wish was not to be fulfilled. A merchant from Gothenburg and the 
ship’s supercargo (the person responsible for its cargo) died of yellow fever 
shortly after the arrival at Cap Henry. Frese’s account is dated January 
21, 1821, and he appears to have written his narrative over the space of 
at least several months covering his arrival and the ensuing events of 
1820. When Frese finished his description of his service to King Henry 
Christophe, he was the only survivor of the group of Swedes and the city 
had changed name again, this time to Cap-Haïtien.

Frese, like the other Swedish visitors, met with most of the prominent 
officials. Frese encountered for instance Baron Dupuy—whom Gyllengranat 
had appreciated—and who according to Frese was a central person in 
Christophe’s government. In his characterization of the baron he added 
that Dupuy had, before returning to Haiti, spent several years touring 
North America with a puppet theatre. Dupuy took a liking to Frese and 
introduced him to the king, who hired him.

Frese’s account of his service as artillery instructor in Christophe’s 
military is detailed and rich in observations of daily life in the Kingdom. 
His overall judgments were initially fairly positive, and Frese attributed 
his survival of the yellow fever to the good care Christophe had arranged 
for him. However, when the rebellion against Christophe started in early 
October 1820, the king’s personality changed: “The revolution erupted, 
and the appearance of true majesty that he had been capable to uphold, 
vanished in the rising sun of freedom and in the flames of a long quelled 
fire of vengeance.”64 Frese’s description of the ensuing days is harrowing, 
and he does not take sides in his account. He participated in a cavalry unit 
together with other “persons interested in maintaining order.”65 The unit 
killed several soldiers before they managed to quell some of the unrest and 
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looting following Christophe’s suicide. His account of what transpired ten 
days after the king’s death is worth quoting in full, as it is to my knowledge 
the only detailed description of the execution of some of the king’s children 
and the leaders of the kingdom.66

The night of October 18th, instead of patrolling the streets 
on horseback, we went to the prison. Had I been able to 
foresee what would happen, I would have stayed home. 
Entering the prison yard, we found 200 men and cavalry. 
Several lamps illuminated the yard. (It was 10 o’clock at 
night.) The most fearsome spectacle I ever saw followed. 
The prisoners were presented one by one.

The crown prince was first. Richard [the leader of the 
insurrection against Christophe, also known by his title Duc 
de Marmalade] told him that even though he was a child and 
never had done evil, the tranquility of the state demanded 
his life. The prisoner accused them of inhumanity; he 
said his only [crime] was to be the son of their enemy, of 
their former king. This was admitted, but cruel necessities 
required this sacrifice. “Well, then, I am at peace.” A nod 
from Richard and four bayonets were run into the back of 
the courageous youth. A military carpenter was at his side 
and cut off his head the moment he fell over. He was only 
16 years old. He was an excellent youth who combined the 
truest of hearts with a good head.

After him came the Batarde (Prince Eugène, also known 
as Duc de Mole). He did not deign [to utter] a word in 
response to their speech. A spiteful gaze was all he gave his 
executioners. He was 22 years of age.

The Marshal Prince Joachin, the king’s favorite, came 
now. He was reproached for his unlawful crimes, his 
cruelties and bloody advice. “Vive le Roi! vive sa manière 
de gouverner des scélérats comme vous!” Even when he was 
falling over he exclaimed: Vive le Roi!

Yet another five: Marshal Prince Philip, General Duc 
de Lascaron, Chancellor Baron Vastey, General Baron 
Dessalines and aide-de-camp Vainquir were murdered in the 
same manner. Lascaron and Vastey begged and prayed for 
their lives, they said they would happily emigrate, or serve 
as soldiers, if their lives were spared—all in vain. Vastey was 
only hit with an axe in the head, and still showed signs of 
life the second afternoon when some foreign merchants went 
to visit the place where the bodies were thrown. A 12-year-
old illegitimate child of Christophe was the last victim this 
night.67
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This is the only detailed information we have on the death of for instance 
Pompée Valentin Vastey, the important writer of Le Système colonial dévoilé 
(1814).68 As a matter of fact, Frese was aware of Vastey’s literary work but 
claimed in a section on Haitian letters in his account that the works of 
both Vastey and Julien Prévost (Comte de Limonade) were authored by 
another Haitian writer, Juste Chanlatte (Comte de Rosiers).69

The accounts of Gyllengranat and Frese were mainly critical toward 
Henry Christophe and his reign. The historian Philippe Girard discusses 
how to confront such descriptions in his recent Louverture biography: 
“Few scholars now dare to question some aspects of Louverture’s record 
for fear of appearing critical of the cause for which he fought, an attitude 
that is seemingly respectful but also simplistic and even patronizing.” 
Christophe’s afterlife in scholarship has been different from Louverture’s, 
but as Girard points out, “turning him [Louverture] into a one-dimensional 
hero of emancipation obscures the complexities of the Revolution he had 
to navigate and the skill he displayed in doing so.”70 The information on 
Christophe in the Swedish accounts is yet another reminder that a new 
study—the most recent full-length biography was published in 1967—of 
his life and reign would be most welcome.71

pRoClaim FReedom and equality Between all ColoRS

Gyllengranat, Lorich, and Frese were military men, and their manuscript 
accounts were not destined for publication but served as sources of 
information for the king and civil servants in Stockholm. However, another 
Swedish visitor to Haiti nurtured literary ambitions. Olof Erik Bergius 
served as a judge at Saint-Barthélemy in 1814–1816. After resigning from 
his appointment, Bergius traveled widely in the Caribbean. His book Om 
Westindien [About the West Indies] was published in Stockholm in 1819.

Bergius’s book is an interesting example of how much information 
a single traveler could gather while island-hopping for a couple of 
years. To a modern reader, his account appears relatively balanced. He 
introduces his Haitian chapter with a telling metaphor: “The history 
of the colonies I have already described is without resolution, like an 
interrupted conversation. St. Domingo has completed the circle of its 
destiny, and stands like a threatening ruin, a warning to its neighbors, 
but wonderful for its successors.”72 In his account of the Haitian Revolution 
he shows sympathy with the Black population’s quest for freedom: “The 
island St. Domingue, freed from its oppressors, was again home to peace 
and comfort. The independence was so much dearer to its multi-colored 
inhabitants, as they had won it with exertion and blood, and as they had 
afterward understood that every contact with France would be a noose for 
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their most sacred rights.”73 Bergius’s judgment on Louverture was mainly 
positive, and though he did recognize cruelties under Christophe’s rule 
he showed some understanding for the political difficulties the new rulers 
confronted. He also described the active trade that he witnessed with 
several nations.

The book’s final chapter summarizes Bergius’s reflections on Caribbean 
history and its present conditions: “I have shown, how societies have been 
created here that only have the constitutional right to produce and consume, 
and without the right to choose seller or buyer, or to elect their governors, 
influence the laws, defence or affairs of the State.”74 Bergius’s observations 
are perspicacious, and his conclusions are close to an anticolonial firebrand 
speech; he was inspired by, among other writers, the anticolonial French 
author Dominique de Pradt.75 Bergius proposed a confederation of island 
states, possibly under the protection of the United States. Ultimately, 
however, the only solution to the political turmoil in the West Indies was, 
according to Bergius, to replicate the Haitian experience: “Proclaim . . . 
freedom and equality between all colors, and the name of European 
domination in the West Indies shall be blown away by the Trade Winds, 
and like those, never to return.”76

Reviewers of Bergius’s book agreed that freedom in Latin America 
would follow upon Haiti’s successful example. Stockholms Posten underlined 
that decolonization was inevitable: “The hour seems to have arrived 
when the development cannot any longer be stopped by the barbarity in 
which the Europeans’ limitless greed and unjust oppression have kept this 
hemisphere.” The newspaper admitted that colonial freedom threatened 
European prosperity but argued that it would finally also benefit the 
“nations that based their wealth on their barbarity in the Americas.”77

ReCognition

Bergius’s prediction that immediate decolonization would follow the 
abolition of slavery was based on the Caribbean’s importance for the 
metropoles. He could hardly have foreseen the economic crisis that was 
looming. In Sweden, commerce with Haiti and the Caribbean had now 
become associated with the attempts to find markets for Swedish exports 
in Latin America. This was already manifest in the efforts to sell arms to 
the insurgents and the new republics. Severin Lorich, who reported from 
Haiti in 1816, was sent on a secret mission to Colombia in 1823 to negotiate 
a commercial treaty. Before leaving Philadelphia he wrote to President 
Boyer to present the advantages of trade with Sweden. He proposed that 
Swedish ships should enjoy the same customs tariff that was afforded to 
British trade. On his way back to Philadelphia, he made a stop in Haiti. It 
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is probable that this visit led to the decision of August 26, 1825, to establish 
a consulate in Port-au-Prince.78 Sweden’s recognition of Haiti followed 
closely upon the establishment of French–Haitian diplomatic relations the 
same year. The Saint-Barthélemy governor was instructed to announce 
that a “consul [will] be appointed for the Island of St. Domingo or Hayti, 
[and that] all those who may be inclined to apply for the appointment” 
were to submit their applications to the Stockholm Board of Trade.79 As a 
comparison, in the first half of the nineteenth century, Swedish consulates 
were established in Rio de Janeiro (1808), Buenos Aires and Montevideo 
(1836), Pernambuco (1838), Havana (1839), and Caracas (1847).80

Haiti was still present in Swedish news and literature in the 1820s 
and 1830s. A laudatory biography of Henry Christophe was printed in 
1821 in Stockholm. It compared him to Charlemagne and Peter the Great 
as a state builder and wondered: “Must thus everywhere centuries pass 
before it will be allowed to admit [his] greatness?”81 Other examples are 
the two Swedish theatrical adaptations of Heinrich von Kleist’s novella 
Die Verlobung in St. Domingo, first translated and published in Stockholm in 
1811. Set during the revolution, Kleist’s novella is strongly critical of the 
white creoles and ends with a white man killing his Black mistress. The 
two Swedish adaptations (1819, 1832) both deleted the original’s tragic 
ending. The white male protagonist shoots his Black lover, but she survives 
and forgives him.82 

Many of the tropes from the 1802–1804 reporting on the revolution 
were repeated in books and journals. A Swedish Saint-Barthélemy priest 
opined in 1835 that “St. Domingo is now in all respects a desert in 
comparison to what it was when France owned it.”83 On the other side of 
the spectrum was Karl Ferdinand Philippi’s history of Haiti, published in 
Swedish in 1833, which was sympathetic toward the revolutionary leaders 
and supportive of independence.84

ConCluSion

The examples given here of Swedish interest in the revolution prove that 
the importance of the Haitian events was fully understood in Stockholm 
during the end years of the independence war. Subsequent trade and 
contact with Haiti confirm the recent view that Haiti’s isolation after 
independence has been exaggerated. Julia Gaffield summarizes this point 
in her recent book: “The familiar scholarly focus on Haitian isolation 
masks the many and diverse ways that Haitians and their leaders interacted 
with Atlantic World empires, nations, and colonies.”85

The Swedish accounts discussed in the article offer interesting 
information on Haiti’s first independent decades and would all benefit 
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from a deeper analysis. The aim in this article has been only to introduce 
them as pertinent to both Haitian and Caribbean history. Gyllengranat 
and Lorich’s visits were motivated by Swedish commercial interests. 
Gyllengranat witnessed brisk trade, while Lorich was an astute observer 
not blinded by preconceived ideas. Frese’s narrative adds to our knowledge 
about the final period of Henry Christophe reign. 

Foreign descriptions of Haiti were mostly written by educated white 
males, and the Swedish accounts were no different.86 Writers shared 
common European ideas about Black inferiority, but arguably, being 
from a less colonially invested nation made it possible for them to form 
opinions somewhat different from those of observers from major powers. 
For example, Bergius’s conclusions on Haiti’s history and the colonial 
Caribbean’s future are still worth pondering today.

Views on Haiti were, and are, divisive. The information in the Swedish 
accounts on Christophe’s Kingdom is generally not very positive. However, 
these visitors were clear in recognizing Haitian agency. Even when voicing 
highly critical opinions, they all agreed on the rulers’ legitimacy and the 
independent status of the new nations.

Swedish Saint-Barthélemy was pivotal in the relationship with Haiti. 
News from the colony kept Stockholm authorities informed about the 
Caribbean, and trade with Haiti was supported. France’s prohibition of 
trade with its former colony was regarded mainly as a problem to be 
circumvented. Swedish colonial ambitions reached their final stage when 
Carl Johan attempted to obtain more territories in the 1810s, with the 
brief acquisition of Guadeloupe as the high point. Swedish attempts to 
sell arms to Haiti is an example of how at the same time that colonial 
territorial ambitions finally abated in Stockholm, Saint-Barthélemy was 
used to advance trade with Haiti and the future Latin American republics.

The examples of Swedish–Haitian relations presented here offer 
additional proof of the wide-ranging consequences of the revolution 
and Haitian independence. Another conclusion is that although earlier 
historiography has focused predominantly on the relationship between 
metropole and colony, Sweden needs to address its Caribbean past in 
relation to the surrounding archipelago as well. The issues and material 
discussed here are an indication that Swedish Caribbean colonialism needs 
to be further investigated.
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